Mounting Enrollment Issue Subject Of Student Debate

What is Higher Education's solution to the problems raised by an anticipated triale wave of applications and enrollments during the next few years? The answer may be found at the conference "Students Hold More Responsibility In New Financial System." This meeting will hear an impressive group of speakers, including Sen. Paul Douglas, William Fulbright, former chairman of the Colleges Examination Board, and Robert Hutchins, former president of the University of Chicago and now head of the Harvard University and William H. Burnham, head of the Administration. At the conference, the Finance Board will meet at a time when the two issues are of great concern.


A new Tech constitution will be presented soon; it was prepared early this week. Coming as a result of a series of meetings of the Executive Committee of Inscomm and the paper's two-man managing board, the constitution will be read and explained for the first time at the publication's annual banquet Thursday night.

The Tech had not had a major constitutional revision in over fourteen years; according to editor John A. Friedman, the present constitution is outdated and therefore unsound in the light of present operating conditions. The new constitution is intended to be far-reaching and far-reaching, and to set the standards for future developments.

Television Panel

To wind up the week's committee work a television panel discussion is being planned. The panel will be made up of members of the Finance Board, followed by an open public debate.

OLYMPIC PERFORMERS

Some tickets are still available for Wednesday night's great Olympic program at the Armory Pool. Beginning at 8:15, the dinner will feature the Hungarian water polo team, Olympic champions, and other Hungarian and Rumanian athletes. Tickets are available for only $2.50 at the AA office, Walker Memorial.

Newspaper in the topic of a joint the- sea; the co-authors are Friedman and Bob Koch '57, general manager of the Tech.

The major problem to overcome if a daily is to be established is financial and printing. A daily paper must have its own printing facilities, and it must have a good staff, each of which handles two papers a week. Many daily college papers have been eliminated because of lack of funds. The first appropriation will be to determine how far the colleges can and should go toward accommodating their increased enrollment demands. It is argued that some solution must be found and that the new plan will be suggested at a Conference On Rising Enrollments held by MIT and the National Association of Student Administrators at the Institute in March.
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There was initiated last year a trial system for the operation of the administrative board of the Student Finance Committee. The new plan will be under the direction of the Finance Board of the Student Finance Committee. Another systems is to serve as a complement to the Finance Board and the Administration. At the conference, the Finance Board will meet at a time when the two issues are of great concern.
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